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Chapter 2904

“I see.” Su Yan yelled anxiously, and she stunned Amelia Su and Qin Shuang.

“Two identical flashes of silver light!” Su Yan was extremely excited, disregarding his
personal image at this time, looking at Amelia Su and Qin Shuang, anxiously: “Three
thousand he will also behave like the twelve death gods!”

But Gangyi After the excitement, Su Yan suddenly became very lonely, even confused.

“But the twelve gods of death are very ancient in the desert, let alone three thousand
people from the Central Plains, even those who are born and raised in the desert world
have not seen the twelve gods of death, how did three thousand meet them? What
about? Not to mention their stunts?”

“Besides, the stunts of the twelve death gods are twelve people, and only one of them is
three thousand. How could he…”

Su Yan thought of the excitement, and quickly Because of self-denial, I fell into absolute
doubt, and even started to feel a little confused.

However, this made Qin Shuang suddenly understand what is going on!

As a disciple of the Void Sect, I naturally understand Void Sect’s supreme uniqueness
and no-phase magic!

“This duplication king!” Qin Shuang smiled and couldn’t help but shook his head slightly,
but Su Yan on the side was even more stunned for a while.

Copy King? What does it mean?

Outside the ship, George Han glanced at the twelve so-called death gods lying in the
sand, like twelve dead dogs.

“Your so-called perverse reversal is not not activated at all, it’s just that two reverse
reversals occurred at the same time.”

George Han smiled lightly and looked at Qinglong.

Hearing this, Qinglong was taken aback suddenly, and the whole person was
completely lost in thought.

Two perverse acts? !



“Big brother, just now when we used reverse reversal, it seemed like…”

Qinglong nodded, yes, when using reverse reversal, they were also flashed by a burst of
light. At that time, they thought it was a little clue, or a little mistake, that something
unexpected happened.

But now that they heard George Han say this, they suddenly realized that it was not an
accident at all.

However, just like Su Yan, when thinking about this, Qinglong and other people who first
wanted to understand, the more they felt that this explanation was unreasonable.

“You lied! The perverse act was initiated by our twelve brothers. You can’t do it alone,
even if you have twelve people, what should you do?!” The Tiger refused to believe.
“Jokes, yin and yang universe, gossip and four images are the patents of twelve of you?
Only twelve of you can use it?” George Han sneered in disdain.

Qinglong had a meal, which was not their patent.

It’s just that they think they have used the yin and yang of the universe to the extreme,
especially in the roulette fate number, and no one can do it, and they have derived
reverse actions. Moreover, they themselves…

“But you…” Qinglong was speechless, even though He couldn’t refute George Han’s
words, but he would never believe that George Han could do the work of the twelve of
them alone.

After all, even if they are themselves, twelve people need to work together.

“You don’t need to know how I was.” George Han smiled slightly: “All you need to know
is that you are going to die here.” As

soon as the voice fell, George Han’s hands suddenly rose, and the rooster went straight
that night. He flew horizontally, his throat locked by George Han, and the whole person
volleyed in the air. Before he had time to struggle twice, he had only heard a crackling
sound from the bones in his neck, and then his head tilted and his breath disappeared.

The other eleven death gods hadn’t even reflected it, and Yeji had already died in front
of them, all of them were extremely surprised and angry at the same time.

But what about anger? !

Almost all of the people at this time were hit by George Han’s powerful blow, not to
mention that it would be extremely difficult to fight back against George Han, even if they
got up and fled on their own.

In the next second, George Han suddenly shook his hand gently, and the man named
Mad Dog immediately flew under his claws.



Seeing the mad dog being arrested, Qinglong couldn’t sit still anymore: “If you want to
kill or kill, it is natural to listen to it, but if you are a man, you will have a better time.”

Hearing this. , George Han suddenly smiled softly, the next second, there was another
movement in his hand, and the mad dog died on the scene.

George Han dropped his corpse casually, but when he looked at Yeji’s corpse on the
ground, George Han frowned…

Chapter 2905

The body of the Yejiji was gone, but it appeared in place as a black bead about the size
of an egg.

As George Han gently picked it up in the air, the egg-sized stone flew in front of George
Han. The beads were all crystal clear, dark green and extremely thick, with light fine
lines in them.

“Beads?” George Han looked at Qinglong strangely.

Qinglong turned his head slightly, seemingly unwilling to answer George Han’s question,
but George Han didn’t talk nonsense, and when he raised his hand, the sheep-head flew
into his hand with another snapping sound.

“Our twelve brothers, in fact, are all twelve magic beads on the magic disk. Because the
magic disk rotates, because they understand the five elements of gossip, they have
cultivated themselves for thousands of years, so…” Qinglong explained.

“What is the magic disk?” George Han frowned.

“I do not know specifically what, this is it located inside the bone burning city, I fled from
twelve, then wandering in the desert, this aspect is desert, no one thought ……”

“then arrested My brothers and others are dissatisfied. After all, we do not lose in the
battle. With my twelve brothers against almost all the masters in the desert world, even if
we lose, it is still honored!”

“But you…”

“Why?”

“You know the universe .” gossip, yin and yang reversed, then you should also know the
five elements of grams, of all things Aioi reason, your perverse though ferocious, few
people the enemy, but unfortunately, I do happen to have a move, you can restrain your
path to enlightenment. “



perverse though fine Seconds, but it’s not an extremely powerful method, so the
non-phase divine art is used to replicate it, but it just appears to be exceptionally perfect
and appropriate.

The most feared thing about the duplication of phaseless magic is that the energy is too
large, so that George Han can’t parry and can’t copy.

Therefore, George Han used this technique in addition to the initial stage of the Wuzong,
and in the later stage, he basically used this technique when the group attacked, and he
often used this technique against the real top masters, which is the reason.

But as George Han said, all things grow and restrain each other, and the incomparably
powerful reversal just happened to hit the most perfect and most comfortable circle of
non-phase magic.

Upon hearing this, the nine people looked at each other.”What…” Qinglong was
unsteady, his arms supporting his body were completely exhausted, and his whole body
fell helplessly on the sand, his eyes filled with endless despair.

The Tiger also chuckled. There was no arrogance and irritation before. At this time, he
just wanted to sigh. If he walks too much at night, he will eventually meet a ghost!

Who would have thought that they would meet such a wicked guy today with their stunts
that have allowed them to traverse for so many years? !

“Well, in that case, I can’t say anything.” Qinglong finished speaking and closed his eyes
indifferently.

You have to pay it back when you come out. This is an early realization.

However, George Han, who has always been quick and seemingly murderous, didn’t do
anything at this time. He just stood there until Qinglong looked at him suspiciously and
said strangely:

“I do n’t want to do it yet?” “How to deal with you are me? You don’t have the right to ask
about the matter. Killing you at once would be a bit of a pleasure for you, so I’ll change
the method.” George Han smiled.

“Enough, I want to kill you. It’s a pleasure to kill you. Our brothers and others are also
the twelve death gods in the desert. How can you tolerate such insults?” Ma Tou
shouted coldly.

But as soon as the voice fell, George Han’s figure suddenly disappeared. When he
reflected, George Han had already appeared in front of him, stepping directly on his face
with his big feet, and grinning sinisterly: “Just at you With this sentence, I would like to
see what it would be like to drag twelve wastes on the stern of the boat!” As



soon as the voice fell, George Han moved his hand, and the nine ropes flew out
immediately, tying the nine people together. One side of his feet was tied to the tail of
Huazhou.

Seeing George Han behaving in this way, several people were shocked and screamed.

Only at this time, Qinglong looked at George Han without saying a word. After colliding
with George Han’s eyes, he suddenly understood something.

“What do you want to know from our mouth?”

Hearing this, George Han smiled slightly: “The twelve trash is not worthless, or do you
understand it.”

“Do you have any interest in making a deal?

” Transaction?” Qinglong frowned: “What transaction?”
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